
DME ONLINE 
MOULD CONFIGURATOR 
- HOW TO USE GUIDE -



Visit store.milacron.com

In the horizontal menu click on    Configurator    button
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Choose your mould standard - EURO or DME

Here you can also find overview of your previously SAVED CONFIGURATIONS (See page 6) and QUOTES & 
ORDERS (See page 9)
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3First column refers to the mould base - define your series, steel type and thickness of the plates, drilling, etc. You can 
also add COMPONENTS to your configuration (more info at page 5)

Second column shows you, which plate you are currently modifying by highlighting the parts of the drawing in grey 
colour, and also overall sizes of the series you selected at the beginning. Here you can see your mould in every angle 
and download your data in 3D (more info at page 4).

The third column shows you the parts, cart, and there you can later SAVE THE CONFIGURATION and ADD TO CART (more 
info at page 6).
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By clicking on the icon below you can check your 
data in 3D in every angle - even from the inside.

You can also download your data in various  
formats according your preference and software 
you are working with. 

3D DATA
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Don´t forget to add components and select from our wide range of products.
Simply add to shopping cart and proceed to order for your on time delivery.

COMPONENTS



To unlock all stock prices just click on Refresh Price.
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To add the configured mould to cart you must save it first.  
Choose name of your preference and save. You can modify 
your saved configuration later (see table at page 2.)

Now you can add your configuration into cart!

CART + SAVING THE CONFIGURATOR
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Here you can review your cart and choose whether you want to simply place your order or just create a quote. 
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In the                   you can also DOWNLOAD (3D) CAD DATA (click at the green icon) of every component you added ...

... or export the whole order to Excel to see the prices, weights 
and overall dimensions.

Choose the CAD format:
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By clicking at your personal account profile you can see history of your orders 
and quotes for selected period.

QUOTES AND ORDERS



To create the list of your favourites, simply mark the star in the product field 
- see below

In your account details you can also find the list 
of your favourite parts - My Favourites

MY FAVOURITES 10

Here you can manage your favourites


